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Home   News

Gauteng man busted for possession of ‘two
elephant tusks’
The suspected ivory smuggler from Alberton is facing the full might of the law this
week, after two elephant tusks were found in his possession.

 by Tom Head  —  04-05-2021 09:59  in News  
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Police arrested a 53-year-old man after he was found in possession of two elephant tusks in Alberton on
Monday, in a coordinated ivory bust. The suspect is set for a showdown in court later this week, but SAPS
are adamant they have an open and shut case on this occasion…

MAN ARRESTED FOR POSSESSION OF ELEPHANT TUSKS

Information was conveyed to a team comprising of Johannesburg Flying Squad, Johannesburg 
Metropolitan Police Department, and Fidelity Specialised Services. The cooperative strategy paid off, as
police were able to intercept a vehicle being used by the suspect – sure enough, they went on to find the
tusks in the back of the car.

SAPS have since released a statement on the matter, revealing that the man has been charged with ‘the
possession of ivory’. No value has been placed on the elephant tusks yet, but they can go for hundreds of
thousands of rand on the black market. Hawks are also on the lookout for ‘other suspects’ involved in this
illegal racket.

SAPS STATEMENT ON ALBERTON BUST:

“Crime Intelligence members received information about a person that will be transporting elephant
tusks. Specialised Services then intercepted the suspect at Heidelberg Road in Alberton. Upon searching
the suspect and vehicle, the team found two elephant tusks and the suspect was arrested.”

“The suspect was charged with possession of ivory and is expected to appear at Palmridge Magistrate’s
Court on Wednesday 5 May. The monetary value of the ivory is yet to be determined. The Hawks will
investigate further to establish the origin of the recovered ivory and whether there are other suspects
involved.” | SAPS statement

SA Police Service 
@SAPoliceService

#sapsGP #SAPS arrested a 53yr-old man after he was 
found in possession of two elephant tusks in Alberton on 
03/05. The suspect was charged with possession of ivory 
and is expected to appear at Palmridge Magistrate's Court 
on 05/05. #EnviroCrimes ME 
saps.gov.za/newsroom/msspe…
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